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《 高 中 英 语 》 ( 上 外 版 )
选 择 性 必 修 第 4 册 第 3 单 元

课时 授课内容

1 Getting Started/ Reading A

1 Reading A/ Vocabulary Focus 
1 Reading A/ Grammar in Use 

1.5 Listening, Viewing and Speaking
1 Reading B

0.5 Critical Thinking 

1 Writing 

1 Further Exploration/ Self-assessment 
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学习目标 Learning Objectives： 

By the end of the class, you will be able to ... 

2. 罗列“丝绸之路”上的贸易往来及其它方面的交流；
   list the trade and exchange on the Silk Road;

1. 对“丝绸之路”有整体了解;
    have a general idea of the Silk Road；

3. 了解“丝绸之路”对东西方的影响。
 know the meaning of the Silk Road to both  East and 
the West.SC
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Please offer some information about 
the Silk Road.

The Silk RoadSC
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Skim the passage

Para Key Words Subheading

1

2

3

4

5

routes；cities… a brief introduction of the Silk Road

name; silk; exchange; idea; 
trade… the origin of the name and the road

the significant meaning of the 
Silk Road

trade; goods; techniques; 
crafts; agriculture… the trade and exchange on the road

interconnected; exchange; 
economic and cultural win

ships; water; sea… the water routes
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Complete the mini-encyclopedia of the Silk Road through 
scanning.
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Why did the author state “The success of the 

Silk Road was both an economic and cultural 

win for the world”?

Answer the question
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Words and Expressions

1. legendary  adj. 非常著名的；享有盛名的 
very famous and talked about a lot by people, especially in a way that 

shows admiration

e.g. a legendary figure

He is legendary for his fearlessness and aggression.
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2. carry out 实施，执行

e.g. 

1) Armed with this knowledge, they're able to carry out 

individually targeted campaigns to cheat people． 

2) The company’s doctor found that she was unfit to carry out 

her normal work.

Words and Expressions
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Words and Expressions

3. pave the way for sth.为……铺平道路，做好准备

e.g.

1) This agreement will pave the way for a lasting peace between 

the two countries.

2) But how will the system pave the way for China’s space 

exploration project?
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Words and Expressions

4. restrict v. 
1) 限制，限定（数量、范围等） to limit the size, amount or range of sth

e.g. We restrict the number of students per class to 10.

2)（以法规）限制  to control sth with rules or laws

e.g. Access to the club is restricted to members only.

3) 约束；管束 to allow yourself or sb to do only a particular kind of activity

e.g. I restrict myself to reasonable consumption on any particular occasion.
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Words and Expressions

5. bring about 引起，导致

e.g.

1) It took the combined efforts of both the press and the public to 

bring about a change in the law. 

2) Recent studies have borne out claims that certain perfumes can 

bring about profound psychological changes. 
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Words and Expressions

6. Often featured were terracotta dancers, actors in masks 

and musical groups.

 此句为倒装结构，原句应为:

Terracotta dancers, actors in masks and musical 
groups were often featured.
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Assignment

1. Draw the route of the Silk Road and the 
excellent works will be presented to the whole 
class. 

2. Prepare a presentation to introduce the Silk 
Road, including its past and present functions 
and predict what functions it might perform in 
the future.
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T h a n k  y o u ！
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